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ABSTRACT
The choice of routing algorithm plays a vital role in the per-
formance of on-chip interconnection networks. Adaptive routing
is appealing because it offers better latency and throughput than
oblivious routing, especially under non-uniform and bursty traffic.
The performance of an adaptive routing algorithm is determined by
its ability to accurately estimate congestion in the network. In this
regard, maintaining global congestion information using a separate
monitoring network offers better congestion visibility into distant
parts of the network than solutions relying only on local conges-
tion state. However, the main challenge in designing such routing
schemes is to keep the logic and bandwidth overhead as low as
possible to fit into the tight power, area and delay budgets of on-
chip routers. In this paper, we propose a minimal destination-based
adaptive routing strategy (DAR) where every node estimates the
delay to every other node in the network, and routing decisions are
based on these per-destination delay estimates. DAR outperforms
Regional Congestion Awareness (RCA) [7], the best previously
known adaptive routing algorithm that uses non-local congestion
knowledge. This is because the per-destination delay estimates in
DAR are more accurate and not corrupted by congestion on links
outside the admissible routing paths to the destination. We show
that DAR outperforms minimal adaptive routing by up to 65% and
RCA by up to 41% in terms of latency on SPLASH-2 benchmarks.
It also outperforms these algorithms in latency and throughput un-
der synthetic traffic patterns on both 8×8 and 16×16 mesh topolo-
gies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Multiple Data Stream
Architectures (Multiprocessors)—Interconnection Architectures
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1. INTRODUCTION
Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures are becoming the de facto

communication fabric for many-core chip multiprocessors (CMPs).
Several network architectures have been considered as candidates
for on-chip interconnection networks, including mesh, torus and
flattened butterfly networks [1,11,22]. Among them, 2D meshes [6,
22, 25] and rings [10, 19] have been most widely used in actual
implementations, mainly because of their simple layout and short
wire lengths. The routing policy used in these networks plays a
vital role in determining processor performance. In this paper, we
specifically focus on the problem of adaptive routing on 2D mesh
topologies.

In the design of routing algorithms, both throughput and latency
are important metrics. Oblivious routing algorithms, where routing
paths are independent of the network state, are designed to provide
certain worst-case and average-case performance guarantees under
relatively static load and uniform traffic injection rates [5, 23, 24].
However, network traffic in CMPs tends to be bursty in nature and
oblivious routing performs poorly under such conditions [6]. Adap-
tive routing, where routing paths can be dynamically changed based
on the network state can achieve significantly better performance.
In addition to the performance benefits, adaptive routing also of-
fers better tolerance towards link and router failures compared to
oblivious routing.

Ideally, every router in the network needs to have a perfect pic-
ture of global network congestion in order to make the best routing
decisions. Traditionally, adaptive routing algorithms have relied on
local congestion metrics that are readily available at the routers. Al-
though this approach reduces router complexity, it is too slow to re-
act to congestion in more distant parts of the network as it relies on
network backpressure to propagate congestion state. More recently,
an adaptive routing algorithm called regional congestion aware-
ness (RCA) was proposed [7] for 2D mesh networks, which uses a
lightweight monitoring network to propagate non-local (regional)
congestion state from more distant parts of the network. While
knowledge of regional congestion along a dimension or quadrant
is better than just local congestion, it does not always accurately
reflect the load on the actual paths a packet can take to its destina-
tion. We consider a minimal adaptive routing model for 2D mesh
topologies where packets are only routed along the minimal direc-
tions. Under this model, the regional congestion estimates used to
route a packet may encompass the congestion state of links outside
the admissible paths to the packet’s destination, thereby, degrad-
ing the quality of the estimates. Therefore, we propose an adaptive
routing algorithm that takes into account the packet’s destination
while making the routing decisions. In our proposed destination-
based adaptive routing (DAR), every node estimates the average
delay to every other node in the network through each of the candi-



date output ports. These destination-based delay estimates provide
fine-grained control for load-balancing network traffic. In DAR,
traffic flows going to different destinations can be independently
load-balanced using the estimated delay on the admissible paths to
the destination. This is different from the coarser approach used
in RCA where all flows going to a common region in the network
use the same congestion estimate. In our evaluations, we find that
maintaining finer congestion state helps DAR outperform RCA and
local adaptive routing in terms of latency and throughput on both
real and synthetic workloads.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose a destination-based adaptive routing called DAR
for on-chip mesh networks.

• We describe the router microarchitecture to implement DAR
and show that the logic, storage and bandwidth overheads are
quite reasonable for moderately sized networks.

• We also propose a scalable version of DAR called SDAR,
which reduces the implementation overhead of DAR for
large networks while having a negligible impact on perfor-
mance.

• Finally, we evaluate the performance of DAR and SDAR on
a number of real and synthetic workloads. DAR achieves la-
tency reductions of 41% maximum, 13% average over RCA,
65% maximum, 20% average over local adaptive routing and
94% maximum, 32% average over O1TURN [5] on eight
SPLASH-2 benchmarks. DAR also outperforms RCA and
local adaptive routing in terms of average latency on permu-
tation traffic patterns by 43% and 66%, respectively, on a
8× 8 mesh and by 45% and 70%, respectively, on a 16× 16
mesh. The performance of SDAR is within 3% of the per-
formance of DAR on a 16 × 16 mesh, over a wide range of
workloads.

2. RELATED WORK
A lot of prior research has focused on designing oblivious rout-

ing algorithms for on-chip networks [5, 23, 24]. These algorithms
are designed to achieve a certain level of worst-case or average-case
performance under static network load. However, network traffic is
generally bursty in nature and oblivious routing fails to deliver high
performance under dynamic traffic conditions, as it cannot adapt
routing paths based on network congestion.

Adaptive routing has been extensively studied for multi-chip in-
terconnection networks [8, 9, 15, 18]. However, the constraints for
off-chip adaptive routing are vastly different from the constraints
for the on-chip scenario and the best solutions in both domains are
likely to be very different. This is because on-chip networks have
to operate under very tight power and are budgets and as a conse-
quence, the routing overheads at both the end-nodes and network
switches need to be kept to a minimum.

Adaptive routing algorithms can be classified as either minimal
or non-minimal, based on whether non-minimal routing is permit-
ted. Non-minimal adaptive routing has the potential to improve
performance over minimal routing, but it is more complex to imple-
ment and results in longer packet latencies [4,9] due to extra router
complexity and non-minimal routes. Most non-minimal adaptive
routing approaches have been proposed for networks with greater
path diversity than a 2D mesh, like torus and dragonfly topologies.

In [7], Gratz. et al. present a taxonomy of adaptive routing poli-
cies based on the measured congestion state. Traditionally, most
adaptive routing algorithms that sense network congestion only use
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Figure 1: Motivation for DAR
local congestion metrics like free VC count [2], downstream buffer
count [12] and output queue lengths [4]. Although local congestion
metrics are easy to sense, greedy routing decisions based on these
metrics can result in global load imbalance. Gratz et al. proposed
an adaptive routing algorithm called Regional Congestion Aware-
ness (RCA) [7] which uses a lightweight monitoring network to
propagate remote congestion state from more distant parts of the
network. It was shown in [7] that sensing regional congestion along
a dimension or quadrant in a 2D mesh can significantly improve
performance over local adaptive routing. Other approaches that use
remote congestion state are Token flow control (TFC) [13] and In-
direct adaptive routing (IAR) [9]. TFC is complementary to DAR
as it is conceivable that it can be used in conjunction with any adap-
tive routing algorithm. IAR deals with the challenges of large scale
multi-processor systems as opposed to DAR which is designed for
on-chip 2D mesh networks.

3. DESTINATION-BASED ADAPTIVE
ROUTING

To the best of our knowledge, Regional Congestion Awareness
(RCA) is the only known adaptive routing algorithm for on-chip
mesh networks that uses non-local congestion state. Although RCA
shows significant performance improvements over local adaptive
routing, it still faces a difficult challenge of balancing remote and
local congestion state. This is because when minimal adaptive rout-
ing is used, the relevance of congestion on a downstream link while
routing a packet is greatly dependent on whether the link is likely
to be used to reach the packet’s destination. RCA deals with this
issue by weighing local and non-local congestion state equally but
this may not be the best approach. For example, as shown in Fig-
ure 1(a), if the destination (T ) is very close to the current node (S),
under the minimal routing assumption, there are only two paths to
T through the east and north ports. The numbers on the links repre-
sent a measure of congestion on the links. In this case, any conges-
tion on the link from A to B (and beyond) or lack of congestion on
the link from C to D (and beyond) can result in a packet choosing
the more congested path S → C → T rather than S → A → T ,
if RCA-quadrant is used. So the congestion on links that are out-
side the minimal routing paths can mislead the router into taking
a wrong routing decision. At the other extreme, if the destina-
tion is far away from the current node, congestion on one of the
downstream links may be underestimated due to averaging of the
remote congestion state. For example, as shown in Figure 1(b) a
path S → A → D → G → T , containing a highly congested
link D → G may appear to be less congested at node S, due to the
averaging of the congestion metric with less congested dimensions
and local metrics. This may sometimes make it impossible to route
around a congested link, as in this example, where after taking the
east port, a packet is forced to route in the north direction to T .
These examples illustrate that the weight given to remote conges-
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Figure 2: Adaptive routing along minimal routes

tion state should be based on the packet’s destination in order to
make the best routing decisions.

This leads us to Destination-Based Adaptive Routing (DAR),
where every node maintains per-destination congestion state in the
form of average delays to all other nodes through the candidate out-
put ports permitted by minimal adaptive routing. The measured de-
lays more accurately represent the congestion along paths from the
source to the destination, without being corrupted by congestion on
links that lie outside the admissible paths. However, the main chal-
lenge in estimating and maintaining such fine-grained congestion
state in on-chip routers lies in having a lightweight implementation
which can fit into the tight on-chip power, delay and area budgets.
In this section, we describe the adaptive routing strategy used in
DAR and deal with the implementation issues in Section 4.

3.1 The Model
In this paper, we focus on adaptive routing using only minimal

paths in a 2D mesh topology because of its simplicity and lower
latency compared to non-minimal routing. Under this assumption,
if a packet needs to be routed from source i to destination j, at every
intermediate node starting from i, it has a choice of at most two
output ports along minimal routes to j. For example, in Figure 2, a
packet originating at node 1 can use either the east (E) or the north
(N) ports to reach node 10, but not the west (W) port. At each
intermediate node we denote the set of output ports along minimal
routes to a destination j by Pj . All ports that are not contained in
set Pj belong to a complementary set, Pj . The candidate output
ports along minimal routes for packets sent from node 1 to node 10
are shown using arrows in Figure 2.

At a high level, DAR works as follows:
• A router only controls the distribution of traffic to its next-hop

routers.
• The traffic distribution is done on a per-destination basis, i.e.,

all packets destined for the same node are distributed in the
same ratio to the downstream routers. Packets using the same
output port but going to different destinations can be distributed
independently in different ratios.
• The ratio in which traffic for destination j is distributed to the

downstream routers is based on the delay estimated to the des-
tination through each output port in set Pj . The set Pj can have
at most two ports. When there is a choice between two ports
to destination j, the router tries to split the traffic between the
two ports in such a way that the delays to j through the two
ports are equalized. If set Pj contains only one port, all traffic
is forced to be routed on that port.

Based on this description, there are two main tasks involved in
DAR. First, every node estimates the queuing delay to every other
node in the network through the candidate output ports in a dis-
tributed manner. Second, the measured delays are used to deter-
mine the ratio in which traffic for a given destination is split among
its candidate outputs at a router. Next, we explain the first task,
which is distributed delay measurement.

Table 1: Notations

W [p][j] Fraction of traffic for destination j forwarded on port
p.

l[p] Estimated delay to downstream router through port p.
A[p][j] Average delay from downstream router connected to

port p to node j.
L[p][j] Average delay from current node to node j through

port p.
Avgi[j] Average delay from node i to node j.

3.2 Distributed delay measurement
Consider a mesh topology with N nodes. Each node maintains

the following state information which is used in the delay measure-
ment process:

• W [p][j] ∀j ∈ 1 to N : Fraction of traffic for destination j
forwarded on port p.

• l[p] ∀p ∈ {N, S, E, W, Ej}: Estimated delay to down-
stream router through port p. N, S, E, W and Ej represent
the north, south, east, west and ejection port, respectively.

With minimal adaptive routing, a packet 1 can choose between
at most two output ports at each intermediate router. If px and py

denote the two candidate output ports to reach destination j, the
weights W [px][j] and W [py][j] control the ratio in which traffic
destined for node j is split between output ports px and py , respec-
tively and are called the traffic split ratios for destination node j.

Each node also periodically estimates the local waiting time in
the input queues for all five output ports. This is denoted by l[p] and
it represents the delay incurred in the current router before reach-
ing the next-hop router connected to port p. We assume an input
buffered router model, where the exact waiting time depends on the
implementation of the virtual channel (VC) allocator and the switch
arbiter modules of the router. However, since we are mainly inter-
ested in the relative delays to node j through the candidate output
ports, the local queuing delay for output port p is approximated by
the number of flits in the input buffers that have already acquired
a VC at the next-hop router connected to port p. Since output port
selection and VC allocation are done in the same cycle in the DAR
router (refer Section 4.2), the output port is fixed only for packets
that have already acquired a VC at a downstream router. Hence,
only these packets are counted while estimating the queueing delay
through output port p.

All nodes in the network periodically estimate the delay to all
other nodes through the candidate output ports in a distributed man-
ner by sharing delay information with neighbors over a separate
monitoring network. The distributed delay measurement algorithm
works as follows. Suppose all nodes need to measure the delay to
node j. The first node that has this information is node j itself,
which periodically measures the delay on its ejection port. Node
j then shares this information with all its neighbors. Lets say that
node k, which is a neighbor of j receives the delay update from
node j on port p. Node k can now estimate its delay to j through
output port p by adding its locally measured delay on port p with
the update received from j. Since node k is only one hop away from
j, it can reach j through only one port under the minimal routing
assumption. So the average delay from k to j is equal to the delay

1Adaptive routing is done at the granularity of packets. Like any
adaptive routing algorithm, a reordering buffer is needed at the end-
node to order packets, if ordering is required.



from k to j through port p. Node k shares this average delay infor-
mation with all neighboring nodes other than j. A node s further
away from j can receive delay updates to j through more than one
port (at most two). Let us call the two ports px and py . In such
a situation, node s estimates the delay to j through both ports by
adding the local delays on ports px and py to the corresponding de-
lay updates received along these ports. It then computes its average
delay to j by weighing the delays through the ports by the traffic
split ratios W[px][j] and W[py][j]. The average delay from s to j is
then transmitted to nodes further upstream. In this manner, average
delay information to j is propagated from j, first to all nodes one
hop away, then to all nodes two hops away and so on until every
node in the network has estimated its delay to j. At every hop,
a node aggregates its local delay with the delay update received
from downstream neighbors and propagates its average delay to j
to nodes further upstream.

Next, we illustrate the computations involved in the delay mea-
surement algorithm using an example. The notations used in this
context are explained in Table 1. Consider a 4 × 4 mesh topology
shown in Figure 3(a). Suppose all nodes in the network need to
measure the delay to node 10.
• Delay from node 10 to itself is just the queuing delay on the

ejection port of node 10. A10[10] denotes the average delay
from node 10 to itself and is computed at node 10 as:

A10[10] = l[Ej]

• A10[10] is propagated to the neighbors of node 10. Assuming
it takes 1 unit of time for delay updates to propagate, at the next
time slot, nodes 9, 11, 6 and 14 receive A10[10] through their
east (E), west (W), south (S) and north (N) ports, respectively,
as shown in Figure 3(a).
• Each of these nodes that are one hop away estimate their delay

to node 10 by adding their locally measured delays on the port
leading to node 10 to A10[10]. For example, at node 9, the
delay to node 10 through the east port, L[E][10], is estimated
as follows:

L[E][10] = l[E] +A[E][10]

where A[E][10] = A10[10] is the delay update received from
node 10 through the east port. Since the nodes that are one hop
away can reach node 10 through exactly one port, the average
delay from each of these nodes to node 10 is given by L[p][10]
where p is the port leading to node 10. For example the average
delay from node 9 to node 10 is given as:

Avg9[10] = L[E][10]

The nodes that are one hop away from node 10 share their aver-
age delay estimate to node 10 with their neighbors that are two
hops away from node 10, as shown in Figure 3(b).
• At time slot 2, nodes 5, 8, 13, 15, 7 and 2 receive updates for the

delay to node 10. For example, node 5 receives updates about
the average delay to node 10 from nodes 6 and 9 connected to
the east and north ports, respectively.

A[E][10] = Avg6[10], A[N][10] = Avg9[10]

Node 5 then estimates the delay to node 10 through its east and
north ports by adding its locally measured delay on these ports
to the delay update received from the downstream node.

L[E][10] = A[E][10] + l[E], L[N][10] = A[N][10] + l[N]

Finally, node 5 estimates its average delay to node 10 by com-
puting a weighted mean of the delays through the east and north
ports, the weights given by the traffic split ratio along these

ports at node 5.

Avg5[10] = W [E][10] ∗ L[E][10] +W [N][10] ∗ L[N][10]

Avg5[10] is then propagated to the neighbors of node 5 that
are three hops away from node 10, as shown in Figure 3(c).
Similarly, nodes 8, 13, 15, 7 and 2 also compute and propagate
their average delay to node 10 to their neighbors which are 3
hops away from 10.
• Carrying on in this manner, after 4 time units, all nodes in the

network are able to measure their delay to node 10 through the
candidate output ports permitted by minimal adaptive routing.

3.3 Adaptation of Split Ratios
After delay measurement, the next task is to use the measured

delays through the valid output ports to update the per destination
traffic split ratios. In this section, we describe the adaptation of
traffic split ratio at a router for a single destination node. The same
algorithm is repeated for all nodes in the network and at all routers.

Suppose at node i, there are two output ports px and py along
minimal routes to destination j. Using the delay estimation mech-
anism described previously, node i can estimate L[px][j] and
L[py][j], the delay to node j through ports px and py , respectively.
In DAR, the ultimate goal is to load-balance traffic uniformly over
all minimal paths to the destination. Since the router at node i only
controls the distribution of traffic to the next-hop routers, it con-
tributes towards the overall load-balancing goal by attempting to
equalize the delay to node j through output ports px and py . So pe-
riodically, with a period T , the split ratio for traffic going to node
j is adapted such that the amount of traffic being sent on the port
with a higher delay to j is lowered and vice versa. Let pl denote
the port with lower delay to j and ph denote the port with higher
delay to j. The split ratios W [pl][j] and W [ph][j] are normalized
such that their sum is always equal to 1.

W [pl][j] +W [ph][j] = 1

We first determine ∆, the amount by which the split ratios are
changed in time period T . The value of ∆ determines the amount
of traffic (to node j) shifted from the port with higher delay to the
port with lower delay. The magnitude of ∆ is computed as follows:

∆ = min(λ

„
(L[ph][j]− L[pl][j])

L[ph][j]

«
,W [ph][j]) (1)

Intuitively, ∆ is proportional to the ratio of the delay difference
between the ports to the magnitude of the delay. Since the split
ratios cannot be negative, ∆ can be at most equal to W [ph][j]. In
the special case when ∆ equals W [ph][j], all traffic to node j is
sent through port pl. The new split ratios are then computed as:

W [ph][j] = W [ph][j]−∆, W [pl][j] = W [pl][j] + ∆

When a node receives a delay update for destination j (once ev-
ery T cycles), it first computes and its delay to j through the can-
didate output ports and the average delay value that needs to be
propagated to its upstream neighbors. Following the delay compu-
tation stage, it updates the split ratio for j. Therefore, the delay
value propagated is based on the split ratio that was updated T cy-
cles back. This is done because the delay measured in the current
cycle is mainly a reflection of the split ratio that was used in the
last T cycles. Each node then individually tries to rectify the delay
imbalance on its output ports by updating its split ratio.

The quantity λ in Equation 1 represents the maximum possible
shift in the split ratios in time period T . The value of λ is depen-
dent on T and is empirically chosen to ensure that the delay values
through the two ports do not oscillate much and converge to the
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Figure 3: Delay measurement to node 10 in a 4× 4 mesh

same value. The parameter T , which is the period over which the
split ratios are updated, is determined by the bandwidth and logic
requirement of the delay estimation algorithm. We further discuss
this parameter in Section 4.

4. ROUTER IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss the modifications to the baseline adap-

tive router architecture for practically implementing DAR. Ideally,
we would like to have a perfect knowledge of global network con-
gestion with minimum complexity added to routers in terms of stor-
age, logic or critical path delay. Another desirable property is to
make the monitoring network as lightweight as possible by keeping
the control wiring to a minimum. These constraints are magnified
by the fact that we are focusing on the on-chip domain where any
increase in complexity or wiring directly impacts power and area
which are scarce resources within a chip.

Compared to existing adaptive routing algorithms, DAR main-
tains and computes congestion metrics at a much finer granular-
ity of a single destination, as opposed to local or regional conges-
tion. As a result, we expect to add some overhead in storage, logic
and bandwidth. However, our goal is to keep these overheads to
a minimum and ensure that the extra logic added does not add to
the critical path delay of the router. First, in Section 4.1 we de-
scribe the architecture of a baseline adaptive router. Section 4.2
then presents the modified architecture for implementing DAR. Fi-
nally, Section 4.3 discusses a practical implementation of the router
for a 8× 8 mesh.

4.1 Baseline Adaptive Router
Figure 4 shows the architecture of a baseline adaptive router for

minimal routing on a 2D mesh topology based on Kim et al.’s de-
sign [12]. The original design proposed in [12] and used in [7] has
a two-stage router pipeline with an additional cycle required for
link traversal. For our evaluation, we use a router architecture with
a three-stage pipeline as our baseline. The three pipeline stages
include port-preselection, look-ahead route computation and VC

allocation in the first stage, switch arbitration in the second stage
and switch traversal in the third stage. The head flit of a packet
passes through all three stages and the body flits bypass the first
pipeline stage and directly enter switch arbitration. As demon-
strated by Mullins et al. [16], speculation can be used to reduce
router latency to a single cycle. However, our work on adaptive
routing is orthogonal to reducing the zero-load latency of routers.
Hence, we use a non-speculative router as a baseline for comparing
our adaptive router architecture.

In Figure 4, the extra logic needed for adaptivity is shaded. The
router uses free buffer count at a downstream node for congestion
estimation. The local congestion values for each output port are
stored in the Congestion Value Registers. At the start of a cycle,
the port pre-select module does a pairwise comparison of the values
stored in the Congestion Value Registers to determine the preferred
output port for each of the four quadrants in a 2D mesh. When
minimal adaptive routing is used, a packet arriving at an input port
can have a choice of at most two output ports which maps to one of
the four quadrants. So based on the packet’s destination quadrant,
the preferred output port for that quadrant is chosen for routing the
packet. When the destination is along the same dimension, a packet
has no choice of output ports and the decision of the port-preselect
logic is overridden.

The port-preselection is done in the same cycle as VC allocation
and route computation for the head flit of a packet. The route com-
putation stage uses look-ahead routing to determine the destination
quadrant of a packet at the next-hop router. The switch arbitration
and switch traversal stages make up the rest of the router pipeline
followed by link traversal. This baseline adaptive router architec-
ture has very little overhead over routers used for oblivious routing.
Next, we look at the router architecture for implementing DAR.

4.2 Router Architecture for DAR
Figure 5 shows the router microarchitecture for implementing

DAR. It uses the same 3-stage router pipeline with an additional
cycle for link traversal. The storage and logic overheads over the
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Figure 5: Router microarchitecture for DAR

baseline router are shaded in light and dark gray, respectively. In
this architecture, instead of just maintaining congestion state for
each output port like the baseline implementation, the DAR router
stores a set of traffic split ratios, W [p][j], for every destination j
in the network. At the start of a cycle, the port-preselection logic
computes a preferred output port for every destination node in the
network using the traffic split ratio for that node. These values are
latched onto the preferred output port registers. When a packet
arrives at an input, its destination field is directly used to choose
the preferred output port specific to its destination. After the port-
preselect stage, the data path of the packet is identical to the base-
line adaptive router.

Next, we take a look at the logic needed to determine these per-
destination split ratios. As described in Section 3, there are two
kinds of computations being performed at each router. First, there
are the delay measurement and propagation blocks for carrying out
the computations described in Section 3.2. The delay measure-
ment block estimates the delay to all other nodes in the network
through the candidate output ports, using updates received from
downstream routers (A[p][j]) and the local delays measured for
each output port (l[p]). An exponential average of the local de-
lay to each output port is maintained in order to make the estimates
more robust to sudden changes in traffic. The delay propagation
block computes the average delay from the current router to all
other nodes (Avg[j]) and propagates this information to upstream

neighbors. The measured delays (L[p][j]) are then used to adapt
the traffic split ratios using the equations described in Section 3.3.

4.2.1 Storage Requirement
The storage requirement for the DAR router can be determined

as follows:

Split Ratios (W [p][j]): As described in Section 3.3, the
split ratios are normalized such that they always add up to one.
Hence, storing the fraction of traffic through one of the output
ports is sufficient as the traffic through the other port can be
computed by subtracting the stored value from one. We assume a
5-bit representation of the split ratios. So, for a network with N
nodes, the storage overhead for split ratios is 5N bits.

Local delays (l[p]): In a 2D mesh, a router needs to store
queuing delays for each of its five output ports. We use 6 bits to
represent the local delay. The maximum value l[p] can take is
the total number of flits that can be buffered at the input port of a
router, which is less than 64 for most practical configurations. In
addition to the current delay values, an older copy of the values
also needs to be stored for exponential weighted averaging.

Preferred output ports (p[j]): This requires 3 bits per des-
tination. For N nodes, the overhead is 3N bits.

The total storage overhead of the DAR router over a baseline
adaptive router is (8N +60) bits. For a network with 64 nodes, the
storage overhead is 71.5 bytes per router. Assuming a typical input
buffered router has 200 flits of buffering (8 VCs/port, 5flits/VC)
where the flit width is 64 bits, the extra storage required for DAR
is around 4.5%. However, since the storage increases linearly with
the number of nodes, for a network with 1024 nodes, the overhead
can be more than 60% of the total buffering in an input buffered
router.

4.2.2 Bandwidth Requirement
DAR uses a separate congestion monitoring network to propa-

gate delay updates between nodes. As described in Section 3.2,
the delay to a node j is propagated throughout the network in a
hop-by-hop manner once every T cycles. During this process, an
intermediate node i propagates its average delay to node j to only
those neighbors whose hop-count to j is greater than the hop-count
from i to j. This propagation scheme enables computation of de-
lays along the minimal routes to j from all nodes and also ensures
that a link in the network propagates an update for node j at most
once every T cycles. Hence, in a network withN nodes, a network
link may have to carry at most N updates every T cycles. In fact,
we can get a much tighter upper bound on the maximum bandwidth
required and show that in a symmetric mesh with N nodes, a link
will have to carry at most N −

√
N updates every T cycles.

Every update consists of an average delay field and a destina-
tion identifier field. The destination identifier field is encoded in
log2(N) bits. Assuming B flits of input buffering at a router, the
maximum delay between nodes that are farthest apart in anN node
mesh can be encoded in log2(2B(

√
N − 1)) bits. So the total

length of an update is log2(2BN(
√
N − 1)) bits. For support-

ing N −
√
N updates every T cycles, the bandwidth required is

(N −
√
N)log2(2BN(

√
N − 1))/T bits/cycle. If T is increased

linearly with the number of nodes, the bandwidth required for the
monitoring network increases only logarithmically. However, we
observe that reducing the frequency of updates beyond a threshold
degrades performance. If we set a threshold for the minimum pe-



riod between updates, the bandwidth required starts increasing at
the rate of O(Nlog(N)). The exact value of T is dependent on
the implementation details of the DAR router which is discussed in
Section 4.3.

From the above discussion about the storage and bandwidth
overhead, we can conclude that the overheads are reasonable for
small and moderate size networks (up to 100 nodes). However,
DAR in its current form cannot be easily scaled to very large net-
works. Keeping this in mind, we first describe a practical imple-
mentation of DAR for a 8× 8 mesh topology. We then follow it up
with a discussion on a scalable version of DAR more suitable for
larger networks.

4.3 Practical implementation of DAR
In this section, we discuss the details of the DAR router and the

monitoring network for a 8 × 8 mesh topology. In DAR, the de-
lay measurement and propagation and split ratio adaptation blocks
need to perform computations on a per destination basis. However,
since computations for a destination need to be performed once
every T cycles, T can be set to be large enough to stagger com-
putations in such a way that at a given time slot, a router in the
network works on measuring the delay and adapting the split ratio
of exactly one destination. Before stating the problem of staggering
the computations, we first define a time slot as follows:

DEFINITION 1. A time slot is defined as the total time taken to
process delay updates for a single destination at a router and to
transmit the aggregated update to upstream routers.

Next, the problem of staggering the computations at nodes can
be defined as:

PROBLEM 1. Find a vector Start_update whose element,
Start_update[j], represents the time slot at which node j starts
propagating its own delay (Avgj [j]) to its neighbors such that
when the updates are propagated, no node in the mesh receives
updates for more than one destination in the same time slot.

The time taken for one round of updates from all nodes to reach
all other nodes in the network determines the value of T . Figure 6
shows an example of a Start_update vector where the time slot
at which a node in the mesh starts propagating its delay update is
marked on the node. Such an assignment ensures that under de-
terministic hop-by-hop update propagation, where each hop takes
one time slot, no node receives updates for more than one destina-
tion in the same slot. The deterministic update propagation scheme
also ensures that updates for the same destination (through differ-
ent ports) arrive at the same time slot. Using the assignment shown
in Figure 6, the value of T has to be 103 time slots 2.

The number of cycles per time slot is determined by two
factors− the number of cycles needed to compute the aggregated
update that needs to be propagated and the number of wires in the
monitoring network, which determines the time taken for propagat-
ing the aggregated update to the upstream router. We first look at
the detailed implementation of the different blocks to determine the
number of cycles required for the computations.

4.3.1 Delay Measurement and Propagation
Using the same notations used in Section 3.2, for every destina-

tion j, the delay measurement block needs to compute:

L[px][j] = A[px][j] + l[px], L[py][j] = A[py][j] + l[py]

2T = 96 + 7 time slots to avoid a conflict between updates from
nodes starting at time slot 96 and time slot 0.
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Figure 7: Delay measurement and propagation logic

In order to make the routing algorithm more robust to sudden
changes in local delays, an exponential weighted average of the
local delay is maintained for all output ports. This exponential av-
erage can be calculated at a finer timescale compared to T (e.g.
T/8). Let cnt[p] represent the current waiting time for output port
p, measured using a set of counters which count the number of flits
in the input buffers that have already reserved buffering at the next-
hop router connected to output port p, and let l[p] represent the
exponentially weighted average delay estimate,

l[p] = 0.5 ∗ (l[p] + cnt[p])

The exponential weighted averaging of the local delays can be done
sequentially for the five output ports using a single adder and is not
in the critical path. The delay propagation block needs to compute:

Avg[j] = L[px][j] ∗W [px][j] + L[py][j] ∗W [py][j] (2)
= L[px][j] ∗W [px][j] + L[py][j] ∗ (1−W [px][j]) (3)

Figure 7 shows details of the delay measurement and propagation
blocks. It uses 4 adders and a multiplier which multiplies the 9 bit
delay values with 5 bit split ratios. Only the first 9 bits of the multi-
plier output are used for the final addition. The above logic can be
pipelined and implemented over 2 clock cycles to avoid adding to
the critical path delay of the router, which would impact its operat-
ing frequency.

4.3.2 Adapt Split Ratios
Using the same notations as in Section 3.3, the computations

involved with adaptation of split ratios are given as follows:

∆ = min(λ

„
L[ph][j]− L[pl][j])

L[ph][j]

«
,W [ph][j])

W [px][j] = W [px][j]±∆

To simplify the implementation of these computations in hardware
we always assume λ to be a power of 2 (eg. λ = 0.25) which re-
duces the multiplication to a shift operation. The division is also
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Figure 9: Port preselection logic

avoided by extracting only the most significant bit of L[ph][j] that
is set and ignoring the remaining less significant bits. This reduces
division to a shift operation. This optimization can cause an error
of a factor of at most two and can be viewed as having a variable λ
(e.g. λ = 0.25 to 0.5). In our evaluations, we observe that DAR
performs well even with these approximations. Figure 8 shows
the hardware implementation of the block. It requires four 9-bit
adders, five 2-input multiplexers (three 5-bit multiplexers and two
9-bit multiplexers), two barrel shifters and block to determine the
first bit of L[ph][j] that is 1. The logic to adapt the split ratios can
also be pipelined across two cycles.

4.3.3 Port Pre-Select
The port-preselect stage shown in Figure 9 uses a 5-bit pseudo

random number generator to generate a single random number ev-
ery cycle. All split ratios are compared against the same random
number to select an output port for each destination. This requires
64 5-bit comparators that run in parallel and a shift-register based
pseudo random number generator.

We synthesized the additional logic (gates+registers) used in the
DAR router using standard cell libraries from a 65nm process at
1V and an operating frequency of 2GHz. The combined power
consumed by the additional logic units after synthesis was 14.8
mW using standard cell components. This is at least an order of
magnitude less than the power consumed by typical routers used in
on-chip networks.

4.3.4 Determining the value of T
The main computation in the critical path of the DAR router that

determines the length of a time slot is the latency update and prop-
agation block which requires two cycles. In addition to the two
cycles for computation, a time slot also needs to include the num-
ber of cycles needed to transmit the delay update from one node
to the next. The 15-bit delay update comprising of a 6-bit desti-
nation field and a 9 bit average delay field requires 15-bit control
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Figure 11: Lookahead window for implementing SDAR

wiring for atomic (single cycle) transfers between nodes. If up-
dates are transferred atomically, each time slot needs to be 3 cycles
long to accommodate 2 cycles for computation and 1 cycle for up-
date transmission. However, since our goal is to keep the control
overhead to a minimum, we only use a 5-bit control network and
serialize the transfer of delay updates between nodes over 3 cycles.
This serialization increases the length of a time slot to 4 cycles.
The sequence of operations performed at a node for processing de-
lay updates received in successive time slots for two destination
nodes j and k are shown in Figure 10. The split ratio for a given
destination is updated one time slot after delay computation and
propagation. As a result, for a 8 × 8 mesh topology with a 5-bit
wide control network, T needs to be 412 cycles (103 timeslots × 4
cycles) to ensure that a router processes latency updates for a single
destination every time slot.

Assuming 64 bit data flits, the 5 bit wiring overhead for the con-
trol network is only around 8%. In comparison, RCA-1D requires
8 bit wires per link and RCA-quadrant requires 16 bit wires per link
for the congestion propagation network in a 8 × 8 mesh [7]. We
show in Section 6 that even with a narrower control network, DAR
can outperform RCA-1D and RCA-quadrant under both real and
synthetic traffic.

5. SCALING DAR
As discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, both storage and band-

width requirements for DAR do not scale to networks with a large
number of nodes. In this section, we describe a variation of DAR
called SDAR which can easily scale to large 2D mesh networks.
We use a lookahead window approach for implementing SDAR.
In this scheme, for a k × k mesh, instead of maintaining per-
destination split ratios, a node i only maintains accurate delay in-
formation for a M ×M mesh centered at i where M < k. For
example, in Figure 11, a 7×7 lookahead window is shown for node
S. When a packet’s destination, node j, lies outside the lookahead
window, it uses delay to the node closest to j within the lookahead
window for determining its output port. The node within the looka-
head window, whose delay estimates are used by traffic to node j,
is called the proxy of j. Every node outside the lookahead window
can be mapped to a proxy node that is closest to it (in terms of num-
ber of hops) within the window. For example, in Figure 11, nodes
P (A), P (B) and P (C) represent the proxies of nodes A, B and
C, respectively. The lookahead window is different for every node
in the network. As a packet is routed from the source to the desti-
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Figure 10: Processing of delay updates using a 5-bit control network

nation node, the lookahead window shifts at every hop. The main
intuition behind why a such an approach works is that the final des-
tination is guaranteed to be inside the look ahead window when the
packet is at least (M − 1)/2 hops away from it. If (M − 1)/2
is large enough, the packet has enough time to route around any
congestion hot-spot on its path to the destination.

In SDAR, the storage and bandwidth requirement at a node is
determined by the dimensions of the lookahead window. The value
of M is always odd as the window for node j is symmetric with
respect to j and offers a visibility of at least (M−1)/2) hops in all
directions. For any destination node d that lies outside the window,
the proxy of d with respect to the lookahead window of j can be
easily calculated by truncating the coordinate of d that is greater
than (M − 1)/2 hops away from the corresponding coordinate of
j, to (M − 1)/2. The Start_update vector used for staggering
the latency updates for different destinations and keeping the logic
within bounds can look the same as that of aM×M mesh, repeated
multiple times to cover the entire k × k mesh.

The choice of window size, M , is a tradeoff between perfor-
mance and overheads associated with storage, bandwidth and logic
complexity. Increasing the window size increases the accuracy of
the delay estimates but also requires the latency update frequency
to be low due to bandwidth constraints. We evaluated SDAR with
a 7× 7 lookahead window in a 16× 16 mesh topology. The maxi-
mum distance (in number of hops) between two nodes in a 16× 16
mesh is 30 router hops. At any given node, a 7× 7 lookahead win-
dow provides accurate delay information to nodes that are at most
3 hops away in each dimension. Despite the relatively short visi-
bility, we found that SDAR could closely match the performance
of DAR with full congestion visibility (equivalent to SDAR with a
31 × 31 lookahead window). This is because, with a window size
of 7, a packet has enough time (3 hops) to route around any newly
detected congestion in the network. This indicates that a moder-
ately small lookahead window can be used to scale DAR to very
large networks.

6. EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the performance of DAR and SDAR

with known adaptive and oblivious routing algorithms.

6.1 Experimental Setup
The adaptive routing algorithms used for comparison are local

adaptive, RCA-quadrant and RCA-1D. The local congestion met-
ric measured in all three adaptive routing algorithms is a combina-
tion of free buffer count at the input of the downstream router [12]
and demand for the corresponding crossbar output at the current
router [7]. We experimented with a few other local congestion

metrics like downstream VC count, free buffer count, demand for
crossbar outputs and different combinations of these metrics, but
found that free buffer count, used in conjunction with crossbar out-
put demand, performs best. In addition to the adaptive routing algo-
rithms, we also compare the performance of DAR and SDAR with
O1TURN routing [5], which is known to be the best performing
oblivious routing algorithm for 2D mesh networks.

We modified PopNet [20], a cycle accurate flit-level on-chip net-
work simulator to implement the routing algorithms. The simu-
lator models the router pipeline described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2
for local adaptive routing and DAR, respectively. The RCA router
includes minor modifications to the baseline router configuration
for aggregation and propagation of remote congestion information
along dimensions (RCA-1D) or quadrants (RCA-quadrant) as de-
scribed in [7]. The routers employ credit-based virtual channel flow
control. Virtual channels (VCs) are also used for deadlock avoid-
ance using escape VCs [3]. For our evaluation, each input port
comprises of 8 VCs, each 5 flit deep. A single VC is used as an
escape VC to ensure deadlock freedom.

We evaluate the routing schemes under both real and synthetic
workloads. For real workloads, we use memory traces from eight
SPLASH-2 benchmarks [21], representing a typical chip multipro-
cessor (CMP) scientific workload. The traces were obtained from
simulating a forty-nine node, shared memory CMP, arranged in a
7 × 7 mesh topology [14]. For synthetic traffic, we generate uni-
form, complement and transpose traffic traces with different injec-
tion rates and injection processes. We generate traces using both
bernoulli injection process and a self-similar injection process [17]
with a Hurst constant of 0.8 and a standard deviation of 30% about
the mean injection rate. A self-similar injection process accurately
models the burstiness or temporal correlations in network traffic. In
addition to the standard synthetic traffic patterns, we also generate
100 different permutation traffic patterns with a constant injection
rate and evaluate the average packet latency of the routing algo-
rithms on all these traces. All synthetic traces were simulated over
a million cycles and latency was measured after a warm up period
of 20,000 cycles.

For DAR, we experimented with different values of λ from 0.125
to 0.5 in powers of two and found that λ = 0.5 works best for the
8 × 8 and 7 × 7 mesh topologies. Larger mesh networks like the
16× 16 topology perform best when λ is set slightly lower at 0.25.
This is because in the 16 × 16 network, links are shared between
a larger number of traffic flows (destination-based). So even small
changes in the split ratios for a large number of flows can cause
significant shifts in traffic to or away from a link. The value of T
was set at 412 cycles for the 8× 8 topology and 332 cycles for the
7×7 topology, assuming a 5-bit monitoring network in both cases.



Figure 12: Comparison of DAR with adaptive routing algorithms on SPLASH-2 benchmarks

The Start_update vector shown in Figure 6 was used for the 8×8
mesh to determine the number of time slots for a round of updates.
A similar vector was generated for the 7 × 7 mesh which required
83 time slots (332 cycles) to complete a round of updates, without
updates from multiple destinations conflicting at nodes. Minimiz-
ing the number of time slots, while avoiding conflicts, to maximize
the frequency of updates is a separate problem beyond the scope
of this paper. We observed that reducing the value of T below the
values chosen had very little impact on performance.

6.2 Performance on SPLASH-2 Benchmarks
In this section, we first compare the performance of DAR with

known adaptive routing algorithms in Section 6.2.1 and then with
oblivious O1TURN routing [5] in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Comparison of Adaptive Routing Algorithms
Figure 12 compares the normalized average packet latency of

the adaptive routing algorithms on eight SPLASH-2 benchmarks,
normalized to the average latency of local adaptive routing. DAR
significantly outperforms both RCA and local on three of the eight
benchmarks, namely, fft, waterns and waters. In [7], the au-
thors categorize the benchmarks into contended and uncontended
categories based on the percentage of packet latency that can be
attributed to contention. For the contended traces (fft, waters,
waterns and lu), DAR outperforms the best RCA algorithm by
a maximum of 41% on the waters trace and by 21% on average
over the four traces. The maximum improvement is seen for the
waters benchmark. This trace contains a single traffic hot spot
and is the same benchmark for which RCA has the maximum ben-
efit over local adaptive routing. We see that DAR, as a result of
maintaining more fine-grained congestion status, can outperform
RCA significantly under such conditions. DAR outperforms local
adaptive routing on the contended benchmarks by a maximum of
65% on the waters trace and by 30% on average over the four
traces. For the uncontended benchmarks (radix, raytrace, barnes
and ocean), the scope for improvement is limited as contention
doesn’t cause significant packet delay for these benchmarks. How-
ever, the average packet delay of DAR is comparable or better than
the other adaptive routing algorithms on these traces. The final set
of bars show the geometric mean of the average latency over all
eight benchmarks. DAR is 13% better than RCA and 20% better
than local adaptive routing using this metric.

6.2.2 Comparison with Oblivious Routing
Figure 13 compares the performance of DAR with O1TURN,

the best performing oblivious routing for 2D mesh networks. DAR

Figure 13: Comparison of DAR with O1TURN on SPLASH-2
benchmarks

outperforms O1TURN by up to 94% maximum and by 32% on av-
erage over all eight benchmarks. This shows that under real work-
loads with time varying injection rates, adaptive routing performs
considerably better than even the best oblivious routing solution.

6.3 Performance on Synthetic Traffic
The simulation results using synthetic traffic are shown in Fig-

ures 14 and 15 for traffic injected using bernoulli and self-similar
process, respectively. The throughput is normalized to the network
capacity, which is defined as the maximum throughput that can be
ideally sustained under uniform traffic. The performance of DAR
is compared with RCA, Local and O1TURN on uniform, transpose
and perfect shuffle traffic. For uniform traffic, the destination is cho-
sen at uniform random. It is a benign traffic pattern since network
load is implicitly balanced over the links by randomizing the desti-
nation. All routing algorithms perform well on this workload. DAR
has a slightly higher latency than RCA at moderate loads because
it is slower than RCA in adapting congestion state. DAR adapts
the split ratios every T cycles compared to RCA which updates
congestion state every cycle. However, the latency difference is
very small for all synthetic workloads even with bursty self-similar
traffic. This justifies our case for maintaining more fine-grained
congestion state than RCA, and updating the state at a slower rate.

In transpose traffic, a node with coordinates (x, y) sends pack-
ets to a node with coordinates (y, x). Transpose is an adversar-
ial traffic pattern, especially for oblivious routing using O1TURN.
O1TURN performs poorly under this workload while DAR and
RCA have the highest saturation throughput. In perfect shuffle traf-
fic, assuming nodes are indexed from 0 toN−1, a node with index
i sends packets to a node with index 2i when i is less than N/2.
Otherwise, node with index i sends packets to a node with index
(2i+ 1−N). This traffic pattern is interesting because DAR out-
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Figure 14: Performance of DAR on a 8× 8 mesh under synthetic traffic patterns with bernoulli injection process
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Figure 15: Performance of DAR on a 8× 8 mesh under synthetic traffic patterns with self-similar injection process

performs RCA-quadrant by a more than 15% in terms of saturation
throughput under bernoulli injection and by 12% under self-similar
injection. The reason for this is that the shuffle traffic pattern has
a number of source-destination pairs that are close to each other
and separated by only one or two hops along one of the dimen-
sions. For these cases, like the examples in Figures 1(a) and 1(b),
misleading congestion estimates from links beyond the permitted
minimal paths can force a packet to take a more congested route
even when better routes are available. Local also performs poorly
on this traffic because shuffle has a mix of source-destination pairs
with long and short separations and Local is too slow to react to
remote congestion.

Next, we evaluate the average packet latency of four adaptive
routing algorithms, namely, DAR, RCA-1D, RCA-quadrant and
Local on 100 different permutation traffic patterns. A constant
traffic injection rate of 0.33 flits/cycle (66% of the network capac-
ity) using a bernoulli process is assumed for all 100 workloads.
When the network saturates under a workload, the latency increases
rapidly and few large latencies in the data set can unfairly bias av-
erage results. Hence, the latency of all workloads that was over
250 cycles was clipped at 250 cycles. The average packet latency
results are shown in Figure 16. We found that DAR outperformed
RCA-quadrant by 43%, RCA-1D by 51% and Local by 66% in
terms of average packet latency. In terms of saturation through-
put, using DAR, the network saturated for only around 15% of the
workloads despite the high injection rate, as shown in Figure 17. In
comparison, the corresponding values for RCA-quadrant, RCA-1D
and Local were 42%, 50% and 79%, respectively. This shows that
DAR has a higher saturation throughput than RCA and Local on a
large percentage of permutation workloads. These results confirm
that DAR performs consistently well over a wide range of traffic
patterns.

6.4 Performance of SDAR on a 16× 16 Mesh
Finally, we evaluate the performance of SDAR on a 16 × 16

mesh topology. SDAR is implemented using a 7 × 7 lookahead
window which gives a packet at least three hops to accurately de-
tect and avoid congestion. We observed that with a 7 × 7 win-
dow size, SDAR can closely match the performance of DAR. Fig-

ure 20 compares the performance of SDAR with DAR, RCA, Local
and O1TURN under uniform, transpose and shuffle traffic. There
is negligible difference between the latency-throughput curves of
SDAR and DAR. Compared to RCA and Local, the performance
trends are very similar to those seen for a 8× 8 mesh topology.

Figures 18 and 19 show the performance of SDAR, DAR, RCA-
quadrant, RCA-1D and Local on 100 distinct permutation traf-
fic patterns. A constant injection rate of 0.18 flits/cycle (72% of
the network capacity) using a bernoulli process was assumed for
all workloads. The maximum packet latency for a workload was
clipped at 250 cycles, as before. We observe that the average packet
latency of SDAR on the permutation traffic patterns is almost iden-
tical to DAR. The difference between the two is less than 3%. On
the other hand, the average packet latency of SDAR is 45% lower
than RCA-quadrant, 63% lower than RCA-1D and 70% lower than
Local. These numbers are slightly higher than those seen for the
8× 8 mesh topology. These results show that SDAR works almost
as well as DAR on large networks and the benefits of DAR over
existing adaptive routing algorithms continue to remain significant
even for large network topologies.

7. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new minimal destination-based adaptive routing

algorithm called DAR for 2D mesh networks. DAR makes rout-
ing decisions on a per-destination basis using queueing delay esti-
mates along the minimal paths to the destination. With such fine-
grained destination-based congestion state, DAR can sense global
network congestion more accurately than existing adaptive rout-
ing algorithms, which only sense regional or local congestion. On
SPLASH-2 benchmarks, DAR outperforms Regional Congestion
Awareness (RCA) by up to 41% and local adaptive routing by up to
65% in average latency. DAR also significantly outperforms these
algorithms on a wide range of permutation traffic patterns. We dis-
cussed the challenges in implementing DAR under tight on-chip
power and area constraints and proposed a scalable version of DAR
called SDAR for large mesh topologies. Despite much lower over-
head for large networks, performance of SDAR is within 3% of
DAR on a range of synthetic workloads on a 16× 16 mesh.
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Figure 16: Average packet latency for 100 traffic patterns on a
8× 8 mesh
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Figure 17: Network saturation statistics at 33% injection load
on a 8× 8 mesh
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Figure 18: Average packet latency for 100 traffic patterns on a
16× 16 mesh
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Figure 19: Network saturation statistics at 18% injection load
on a 16× 16 mesh
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Figure 20: Performance of SDAR on a 16× 16 mesh under synthetic traffic patterns with Bernoulli injection process
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